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Cytokinesis in unicellular organisms sometimes entails a division of
labor between cells leading to lineage-specific aging. To investi-
gate the potential benefits of asymmetrical cytokinesis, we created
a mathematical model to simulate the robustness and fitness of
dividing systems displaying different degrees of damage segrega-
tion and size asymmetries. The model suggests that systems
dividing asymmetrically (size-wise) or displaying damage segrega-
tion can withstand higher degrees of damage before entering
clonal senescence. When considering population fitness, a system
producing different-sized progeny like budding yeast is predicted
to benefit from damage retention only at high damage propaga-
tion rates. In contrast, the fitness of a system of equal-sized
progeny is enhanced by damage segregation regardless of damage
propagation rates, suggesting that damage partitioning may also
provide an evolutionary advantage in systems dividing by binary
fission. Indeed, by using Schizosaccharomyces pombe as a model,
we experimentally demonstrate that damaged proteins are un-
evenly partitioned during cytokinesis and the damage-enriched
sibling suffers from a prolonged generation time and accelerated
aging. This damage retention in S. pombe is, like in Saccharomyces
cerevisiae, Sir2p- and cytoskeleton-dependent, suggesting this to
be an evolutionarily conserved mechanism. We suggest that
sibling-specific aging may be a result of the strong selective
advantage of damage segregation, which may be more common in
nature than previously anticipated.

computational modeling � protein damage � fitness � asymmetry

The division of labor between somatic cells and germ cells may
be one reason why young individuals of both animals and plants

start off with low levels of protein damage. Germs cells, in contrast
to somatic cells, are optimized for eternal youthfulness (1, 2) which
may be achieved by (i) germ cells enjoying elevated, or more
functional, homeostatic maintenance systems (3); (ii) an asymmet-
rical partitioning of damage during gametogenesis (4); and/or (iii)
a selection process that rids the organisms of germ cells exhibiting
high levels of damage (5). Yet another possibility is that germ cells
are provided with superior means to rid themselves of damaged
proteins but are not doing so until embarking on embryonic
development (6) such that resources for damage elimination are
only invested in the cells that will become progeny.

There is no distinction between somatic and germ line cells in
unicellular organisms, yet some unicellular microbes display lin-
eage-specific aging and a division of labor between the cells
produced during cytokinesis. For example, in the budding yeast
Saccharomyces cerevisiae (7) one of the sibling cells (the larger
mother cell) undergoes age-related changes and, with repeated
divisions, eventually loses its capacity to undergo further cytokine-
sis. Yet the aging mother cell is capable of generating daughter cells,
arguably a sort of yeast counterpart to germ line cells, with a full
replicative potential (8–11). This generation of small and young
progeny from large and old progenitor cells encompasses a process
limiting the inheritance of toxic and deteriorated material, such as
extra chromosomal rDNA circles (ERCs) (8) and oxidatively
damaged (carbonylated) and aggregated proteins (10, 12, 13) by the

progeny. Another asymmetrically dividing microorganism, the bac-
terium Caulobacter crescentus, also displays a division of labor and
lineage-specific aging (14). In fact, the benchmark for cellular
symmetry, the bacterium Escherichia coli, likewise shows signs of
replicative aging in a lineage-specific manner (of course, there is no
cell division that is perfectly symmetrical when, for example, the age
of DNA strands and cell poles is taken into consideration) (15).
Therefore, it is possible that unicellular systems partition labor
between the cells produced upon cytokinesis, analogous to the
division of labor observed between the soma and germ line of
higher organisms (16).

These observations raise questions regarding the ultimate and
proximate causation of fitness asymmetry in a unicellular system: Is
there an advantage to producing cells of different size, different
levels of damage, and unequal reproductive potential? To approach
these questions, we developed a mathematical model aimed at
elucidating effects of cellular asymmetries on fitness, proliferating
capacity, and aging, and we used Schizosaccharomyces pombe
dividing by binary fission to test predictions of the model.

Results
Modeling Growth and Cell Division. To simulate the proliferation of
a simple entity consisting of 2 types of molecules (e.g., diffusible
proteins), intact and damaged ones, we constructed a mathematical
model based on ordinary differential equations (see Eqs. 1–6),
describing the accumulation of the intact (Pint) and damaged (Pdam)
proteins, such as oxidatively carbonylated proteins, during the cell
cycle and successive cell generations. The sum (P) of intact (Pint)
and damaged (Pdam) proteins determines the total size of the entity.
The temporal dynamics of Pint are given by a production term (rate
of protein synthesis; maximal rate k1/ks), that depends on the
current amount of total protein in the cell, the rate of intact protein
degradation (rate constant k2), and the conversion of intact proteins
to irreversibly damaged proteins (rate constant k3) (ref. 1; see
Materials and Methods). The constant ks represents the protein
concentration leading to half-maximal protein production rate. The
dynamics of Pdam are ruled by the conversion of intact proteins to
damaged proteins (k3) and the rate of degradation of damaged
proteins (rate constant k4). Initially, the number of intact and
damaged molecules increase until production and degradation is
balanced (Fig. S1 A and B). It has been estimated that as much as
one-third of every protein in some organisms may be damaged by
carbonylation, a specific irreversible oxidative modification (17).
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Based on this information and taking other noxious modifications
into consideration, we tested Pdam damaging rates generating up to
66% damage (of total protein). The half-life of proteins in unicel-
lular systems has been shown to range from minutes to days
depending on the specific protein analyzed, but most bulk proteins
display half-lives markedly longer than a generation time (see ref.
18). Therefore, in the present study we simulated between 5% and
35% degradation of total proteins within 1 generation. Protein and
RNA syntheses in S. pombe have been shown to increase exponen-
tially during the cell cycle (19), whereas volume increase is biphasic
linear (20). The model has therefore been tested for both types of
growth, yielding comparable results (Fig. S1 A and B).

To trigger cell division in the growing entity, we introduced a
critical value Pdiv that defines the number of intact proteins required
for cytokinesis, including all checkpoints from initiation of cell
division to completion of cytokinesis. We made the assumption that
the critical cell size reflects the accumulation of key proteins and
that these proteins are, on average, as susceptible to damage as bulk
protein. The damaged proteins exhibit no intrinsic value of toxicity,
but their accumulation increases the generation time by affecting
the time it takes for the cell to reach the critical, functional, and
undamaged size required for cytokinesis (Pdiv) (Eq. 1). When Pdiv
has been reached, the system can divide in a symmetrical or
asymmetrical fashion with respect to size and damaged proteins
(Fig. 1 A and C and Fig. S2 A and C). A set of transition equations
determines the size of the cells produced and how the proteins are
distributed between progenitor and progeny during cytokinesis (see
Materials and Methods).

Effects of Asymmetry on Clonal Senescence. The model was initially
simulated for low damage rates k3 (see Materials and Methods), with

an equal inheritance of damaged proteins (Fig. 1A). Under these
conditions the system was characterized by constant initial and final
concentrations of intact and damaged proteins during successive
generations and the population was immortal (Fig. 1B). At mod-
erate damage rates, cells still divided indefinitely but displayed
longer generation times (Fig. 1B). At high damage rates, the cells
went through a finite number of divisions characterized by pro-
gressively longer generation times and a pronounced accumulation
of damaged proteins at the expense of intact ones, eventually
preventing Pdiv from being attained (Fig. 1B). Because division, in
this simulation, was perfectly symmetrical and all cells in the
population were identical, the outcome was clonal senescence. That
is, the model predicted that, at high damage rates, the entire
population would eventually reach a ‘‘dead end,’’ reminiscent of the
Hayflick limit (21).

We next asked whether an unequal distribution of damaged
proteins during cytokinesis (Fig. 1C) among individuals affects the
damage rate at which clonal senescence is reached. We therefore
introduced the retention coefficient into the model (see Eqs. 7 and
8 in Materials and Methods); such that equal-sized siblings were
distinguishable by the amount of damaged proteins they inherited.
The system then showed signs of sibling-specific replicative senes-
cence; the cells that retained more of the damage displayed
progressively longer generation times, whereas the ‘‘low-damage’’
sibling lineage propagated indefinitely (Fig. 1D). In addition,
damage segregation (Fig. 1D) allowed the population to propagate
at damage rates, which caused clonal senescence of a perfectly
symmetric system (Fig. 1B).

This analysis was followed by testing whether a difference only in
size between a large progenitor and a smaller offspring (Fig. S2A)
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Fig. 1. Damage segregation prevents clonal senescence of a symmetrically dividing system. (A and C) Schematic representation of a symmetrically dividing
system, the sibling lineages analyzed, and the distribution of intact (blue) and damaged (red) proteins in a system without (A) and with (C) damage segregation.
(B and D) Simulations of divisions, accumulation of intact (blue), damaged (red), and total (green) proteins during progressive cell cycles in the sibling lineages
1 and 2 at different rates of damage production (k3). Simulations were performed without (B) and with (D) segregation of damage. The temporal dynamics of
cytokinesis, damaged, intact, and total proteins at low (k3 � 0.6; Top), moderate (k3 � 1.2; Middle), and high damage (k3 � 1.7; Bottom) production rates are
shown. The retention coefficient used in D is 0.875.
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was sufficient to prevent clonal senescence. At low to moderate
damage, the system showed signs of a sibling-specific replicative
senescence, typical of asymmetrical dividing systems such as bud-
ding yeast. The larger parent lineage (mother cell) displayed
increasingly longer generation times (Fig. S2B) until eventually the
persistent titration of intact proteins by damaged proteins pre-
vented it from dividing again. In contrast, at the same damage rate,
the smaller progeny lineage continued to divide indefinitely (Fig.
S2B). Also, a system of different-sized progeny can proliferate ad
infinitum even without damage segregation at damage rates giving
rise to clonal senescence in the perfectly symmetrical system (Fig.
1B and Fig. S2B). When damage was segregated such that the larger
mother cells received an even higher load than expected from their
size (Fig. S2C), the system could withstand even higher levels of
damage before entering clonal senescence (Fig. S2D).

The model also suggested that, to prevent clonal senescence, the
degree of damage segregation (or size asymmetry) needed to
increase as the damage production rate was elevated (Fig. 2 A and
B). The tradeoff for this beneficial effect of damage retention or size
asymmetry on clonal senescence is sibling-specific aging at progres-
sively lower damage rates (Fig. 2 A and B). Interestingly, even very
low retention coefficients (re � 0.125; 1 sibling effectively retaining
58% of the overall Pdam) were sufficient to prevent a symmetrically
dividing population from reaching a dead end at moderate damage
rates (Fig. 2A).

Effects of Asymmetry on Population Fitness. If we define fitness as the
number of entities produced in total per time unit, the population
fitness of the different systems can be calculated at different
damage production rates. When doing so for a system that divided
symmetrically size-wise, damage segregation surprisingly improved
population fitness at all damage rates analyzed (Fig. 3A). Different

models by Ackerman et al. (22) and Watve et al. (23) describing the
effects of differentiation between an aging parent and rejuvenated
offspring in a population of unicellular organisms also suggested
benefits of damage segregation at least at one fixed level of damage.

In a system with different-sized progeny, damage partitioning
(based on the model and assumptions made) is only beneficial at
high damage propagation rates (Fig. 3B). On the other hand, a
population dividing asymmetrically will present a substantial fitness
advantage over one dividing symmetrically at all damage rates (Fig.
3C). However, if damage is segregated, an asymmetrical system is
favored at low damage but looses out at high damage (Fig. 3D) due
to the fact that larger parent cells will reach the size for division
(Pdiv) much faster than their symmetrically dividing counterparts
(Fig. 1 and Fig. S2). The fact that the smaller progeny have a longer
generation time does not outweigh the parents’ rate as long as the
proportion of intact constituents is sufficiently high. However, as
the damage rate increases, the progenitor lineage slows down,
making the fitness largely dependent on the smaller offspring. At
this point, the beneficial effect of retention allows a symmetrically
dividing population with retention to be equally well off, or
overtake, an asymmetrically propagating population (Fig. 3D).

Damage Segregation in a System Dividing by Binary Fission. Our
simulations suggest that a system dividing symmetrically by size
displays an increased fitness at all damage propagation rates when
partitioning its damage during cytokinesis. This suggestion raises
the possibility that segregation is more common than previously
anticipated, which prompted us to analyze the in situ distribution of
carbonylated proteins in the fission yeast, S. pombe. Although the
volume of the 2 siblings is equal, previous landmarks of division
(birth scars) will remain confined to one-half of the growing cell and
be inherited by one ‘‘sib’’ only (20) (Fig. 4A). When we followed
birth scars and protein carbonyls during the cell cycle in synchro-
nized cells, we found that carbonylated proteins were inherited
asymmetrically between the 2 siblings such that the one with the
previous birth scar was always left with more damage (Fig. 4B).
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Fig. 2. Damage segregation and size asymmetry causes sibling-specific aging
but increases the robustness of the system. (A) Effect of damage segregation
(y axis) on damage levels (k3; x axis) triggering clonal senescence and replica-
tive aging. Green bars indicate that both siblings produced during cytokinesis
are immortal but exhibit longer generation times with increasing damage.
Red bars indicate that the sibling retaining more damage at the time of
cytokinesis undergoes replicative senescence; i.e., can only perform a finite
number of new generations, whereas the other sibling is immortal. Empty bars
indicate that the system has reached clonal senescence; i.e., a damage rate at
which both siblings display a finite ability to produce new cells. (B) Effect of
size asymmetry (y axis) on damage levels (k3; x axis) triggering clonal senes-
cence and replicative aging. Color-coding is as described in A.

Fig. 3. Effects of asymmetries on population fitness upon increasing rates of
damage production. Fitness, defined by the population size produced within
one time unit (y axis), is plotted as a function of increasing damage rate (k3; x
axis). The different retention coefficients modeled are color-coded and shown
in the graph. (A) Fitness of symmetrically dividing systems (by size) displaying
different degrees of damage segregation as indicated. (B) Fitness of an
asymmetrically dividing system (by size) displaying no retention (green) and
retention (red). (C) Fitness of a symmetrically dividing system without damage
retention (black) compared with an asymmetrically dividing system without
damage retention (green). (D) Fitness of a symmetrically dividing system with
damage retention (blue) and an asymmetrically dividing system with the same
degree of damage retention (red).
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After completion of cytokinesis, the newborn cells displayed most
of their damage at the new end (Fig. 4 B and C).

Growth of S. pombe will first take place at the old end and
subsequently also at the new end (damage-enriched). The latter
growth period is called New End Take Off (NETO) (20, 24). NETO
is characterized by the reorganization of the actin cytoskeleton and
a redistribution of actin patches from the ends toward the equatorial
plane of the cell (24), similar to the redistribution of damage shown
here. We found that Tea1p, a protein required for establishing cell
polarity (25, 26) and the redistribution of actin patches during

NETO, is necessary also for the polar localization of damage and
the redistribution of damage toward the equatorial plane before
cytokinesis (Fig. 4D). In addition, as with budding yeast, the
mechanism responsible for the asymmetric segregation of damaged
proteins in S. pombe is cytoskeleton-, actin-, and microtubule-
dependent (Fig. 4 E and F). Intriguingly, deleting SIR2, which has
been shown to be a requirement for establishing damage asymme-
try in budding yeast (10, 12, 13), resulted in the same loss of spatial
control and retention of carbonylated proteins as treatment with
cytoskeleton depolymerizing drugs (Fig. 4 G and H).

Because our model predicted that symmetrically dividing cells
without protein damage retention would display a reduced fitness
and run into clonal senescence at lower damage rates than cells
partitioning their damage, we monitored growth of wild-type and
sir2� mutant cells at different concentrations of hydrogen peroxide.
Interestingly, whereas wild-type and sir2 mutant populations display
the same fitness (growth rate) when cultured without stressors,
hydrogen peroxide caused a much more pronounced fitness reduc-
tion in sir2 mutants than wild-type cells (Fig. S3). However, we
cannot presently assign the fitness reduction and stress sensitivity of
sir2 mutant cells to their inability to segregate damage because a
number of other functions, including silencing at different loci, are
severely affected in the mutant.

We next followed the replicative potential of both S. pombe
sibling lineages, arising from a common parent cell, which had
already completed 9 divisions and therefore accumulated damaged
proteins (see Fig. 5A and Materials and Methods). We found that the
sibling enriched for protein damage (‘‘old’’ sib) displayed a shorter
mean life span (12.5 generations) than the ‘‘young’’ sib (15.9
generations; see Fig. 5B), Moreover, the generation time of the
damage-enriched cell was markedly longer; 4.5 h compared with
2.5 h for the new sib (Fig. 5C). This result points to a ‘‘sibling-
specific’’ aging in S. pombe that correlates with the unequal
inheritance of damaged proteins.

Discussion
The models constructed in this work predict that, in a proliferating
system, there is a maximum rate of damage the system can tolerate,
beyond which the proportion of intact constituents becomes insuf-
ficient for the cell to carry out any further division. In a completely
homogeneous population, this point is marked by the simultaneous
death (or proliferation-arrest) of all individuals; i.e., clonal senes-
cence (Fig. 1B). Interestingly, it has been shown experimentally that
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mouse embryonic fibroblasts do not senesce when cultivated under
low oxygen tension (3%) but do so at high oxygen tension (20%)
(27). In addition, lowering superoxide production by mild mito-
chondrial uncoupling delays replicative senescence of human fi-
broblasts (28). However, the potential role of protein damage has,
so far, not been considered in these systems. The entities of a
population could potentially avoid clonal senescence by reducing
the rate of conversion of intact proteins to damaged proteins (k3)
or increasing the rate of their removal (k4); i.e., by increasing their
investment in classical maintenance and quality control pathways.
However, the simulations suggest that there are other means of
preventing a cell population from reaching clonal senescence,
chiefly by diversifying individuals within the population. This
strategy can be achieved either by unequal partitioning of damage
during cytokinesis or producing progeny of different size. In either
case, this diversification of individuals leads to lineage-specific
aging. This notion is in line with the views of Partridge and Barton
(29) and Kirkwood (30), who considered potential benefits of
asymmetry in simple unicellular systems and how this might de-
velop into aging. Interestingly, it was recently shown that differential
fitness of E. coli siblings is associated with an unequal partitioning
of protein aggregates (31). In addition, when transient external
stresses reach lethal levels, an asymmetrical segregation of irrepa-
rable damage and/or size asymmetry may permit survival of the
clone at the expense of the ‘‘mother-type’’ cells in which the damage
is retained.

The model suggests that even very low retention coefficients
(e.g., a scenario where one cell receives 58% and the other 42% of
the damage) may have a great impact on the system’s ability to
escape clonal senescence, at least at moderate damage rates. Such
small differences in damage inheritance may be a consequence of
stochastic variance rather than an evolved strategy for generating
asymmetry. However, as the damage rate increases, the damage
retention, or size asymmetry, needs to be more pronounced than
can be afforded by stochasticity, and a more deterministic mech-
anism for generating asymmetry thus appears to be required to
escape clonal senescence. In addition, when the total fitness (num-
ber of cells produced per time unit) of the systems is considered,
damage retention may be a mixed blessing. For example, when
considering a different cell-size organism like budding yeast, dam-
age retention will push the upper limits for how much damage the
system can endure before entering clonal senescence (Fig. 2) but
becomes a selective disadvantage at low damage production rates
(Fig. 3). This problem raises the question of whether the efficiency
of damage segregation could be adjusted with changing environ-
mental demands. Interestingly, damage segregation in budding
yeast becomes more pronounced after increased oxidative stress
(10). In addition, unusually poor growth conditions elicit a switch
from a morphologically symmetrical to a more asymmetrical
type of division in fission yeast (32), indicating that this
organism also displays a dynamic ability to break-up symmetry
on environmental demands.

We believe the data reported here raise the possibility that
‘‘sibling-specific’’ aging and ‘‘rejuvenation’’ in unicellular systems
may have evolved as ‘‘by-products’’ of a strong selection for damage
segregation during cytokinesis. A question of interest is whether
such division of labor between cells undergoing division is retained
also in multicellular organisms, for example during the generation
of germ line cells or cellular differentiation.

Materials and Methods
Strains. All strainsused in this studywere isogenicorderivativesof the972h� wild
type (33). The sir2� and tea1� mutants were derived from strain sp286 (ade6–210
ura4-D18 leu1–32 h�) and had the gene of interest replaced by a KanMX4
cassette.

Immunofluorescence. Cells were grown to OD600 � 0.7 in YES medium (1% yeast
extract, 3% glucose) and synchronized by centrifugal elutriation using a JE5 rotor

(Beckman–Coulter) so that those with a length of �9 �m were collected at 312 �

g and 45 mL/min. The cells collected were resuspended in YES and allowed to
grow at 30 °C. Aliquots were taken thereafter and stained with calcofluor white
(20) to determine septum and birth scar location. In situ preparation and detec-
tion of carbonyls was carried out as described previously (10, 34). Approximately
30–40 cells were analyzed for each sample.

Treatment with Latrunculin A (Wako) and Benomyl (Fluka) was carried out as
previously described (35, 36), and costaining with DAPI and Fluorescein-
Phalloidin (Molecular Probes) was performed in accordance with previous pro-
tocols (34).

Lifespan Analysis. Wild-type cells were placed and allowed to divide once, at
which point the sibling devoid of birth scars was kept, and its sister was discarded.
This ‘‘virgin’’ sib was then followed for 9 successive generations, by removing the
‘‘scar-free’’ sister sibs generated at every division (37). Then both siblings were
isolated: The sibling with the greater number of birth scars and roundest appear-
ance was defined as the ‘‘old’’ sib, whereas its more regularly shaped scar-free
counterpart was defined as the ‘‘new’’ sib. The replicative potential and gener-
ation time of these 2 sibs were then followed independently.

Model Description. The ordinary differential equations (see Eq. 1) describe the
behavior of intact (Pint) and damaged (Pdam) proteins, such as oxidatively car-
bonylated proteins (17), during the cell cycle and successive cell generations.

dPint

dt
�

k1

ks � P int � Pdam
� k2P int � k3P int

dPdam

dt
� k3P int � k4 Pdam

dP
dt

�
k1

ks � P int � Pdam
� k2P int � k4Pdam

[1]

Initially, all protein concentrations rise until production and degradation is bal-
anced, (Fig. S1 A and B). To trigger cell division in the growing system, we
introducedacriticalvaluePdiv, thatdefinesthenumberof intactproteinsrequired
for the cell to initiate cytokinesis. Pdiv should be well below the value reached by
the system at steady state and was arbitrarily set here to 1,500 molecules per
entity. For the sake of simplicity, k2 � k4 � ln2 [from half-life (t1/2) defined as ln2/k
for t1/2 �1].Tosimulatedifferent ratesof conversion,k3 isgivenarangeofvalues,
from 0.1 to 2.2. k1 has been adjusted by hand allowing for a steady state to be
reached and has been assigned a final value of 107. Parameters were imple-
mented to resemble known values describing cell growth, protein synthesis and
degradation, accumulation of damage, and its segregation (this study and refs.
10, 19, and 38). Note that in the case of modeling exponential growth of the cell
we multiplied the extra term Pint by the growth rate of intact proteins:

dPint

dt
�

P intk1

ks � P int � Pdam
� k2P int � k3P int [2]

The following set of transition equations describes how the proteins are distrib-
uted between progenitor and progeny when the cells divide; i.e., when Pdiv is
reached.

For progenitors:

P�g � 1	 � Pint�g	 �smother � Pdam�g	 �smother

Pdam�g � 1	 � Pdam �g	 �smother

P int�g � 1	 � P int�g	 �smother

[3]

For progeny:

P�g � 1	 � Pint�g	 �sdaughter � Pdam�g	 �sdaughter

Pdam�g � 1	 � Pdam�g	 �sdaughter

P int�g � 1	 � P int�g	 �sdaughter

[4]

The size of the progenitor, smother, denotes the percentage of protein from the
previous generation that is kept in that cell, whereas the size of the progeny,
sdaughter, expresses the percentage of protein assigned to the newborn cell. P(g �

1) denotes the initial amount of total protein for the new generation (g � 1),
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whereas P(g) corresponds to the final protein amount before division of the
previous generation g.

We next introduced a retention coefficient (re), describing the amount of Pdam

being retained by the progenitor. In this case, segregation of Pdam, and conse-
quently Pint, is affected by both size and retention, according to the following set
of transition equations:

For progenitor:

P�g � 1	 � Pint�g	 �smother � Pdam�g	 �smother

Pdam�g � 1	 � Pdam�g	 ��smother � �1 � smother	 �re	

P int�g � 1	 � P int�g	 �smother � Pdam�g	 �re ��1 � smother	

[5]

For progeny:

P�g � 1	 � Pint�g	 �sdaughter � Pdam �g	 �sdaughter

Pdam�g � 1	 � Pdam�g	 �sdaughter��1 � re	

P int�g � 1	 � P int�g	 �sdaughter � Pdam�g	 �sdaughter�re

[6]

The values for retention range from re � 0 when the distribution of Pdam depends
only on the size of the cell (see Eqs. 2 and 3) to re � 1, when all Pdam is retained
by the mother. We used the widely accepted assumption that the cell volume is
proportional to the total amount of protein (P in our model). The increase in
Pdam/Pint is different in the 2 siblings in the asymmetric model because of their
different initial conditions (sameratioPdam/Pint butdifferentamountsofPdam and

Pint). Pdiv is not differently affected because this quantity is set in the model, but
the time to reach Pdiv and the value of Pdam/Pint at this point are affected.

When simulating the different scenarios (Fig. 1 and Fig. S2), we recorded the
fate of the progenitor and the progeny separately over a number of generations.
We could therefore draw a ‘‘parental lineage’’ and an ‘‘offspring lineage’’ allow-
ing us to follow, respectively, the next generation of mothers only, or the next
generation of daughters only. To estimate the fitness of the whole population,
we calculated and combined the number of divisions per unit time derived from
each lineage.

Verification of the robustness of the system shows that changing the degra-
dation rates of intact (k2) and damaged (k4) proteins yields comparable results
(simulation results are not shown). An increased rate of degradation of damaged
proteins (k4), such that k2 � k4, results in progeny that never undergo replicative
senescence, whereas their progenitors can cope with higher damage rates (k3).
Conversely, an increased degradation rate of intact proteins (k2 
 k4) negatively
affects the fitness and their capability to sustain higher damage rates of progen-
itorsandprogenyalike.Bothreachreplicativeandclonal senescencemuchearlier
(at k3 � 0.7).

All numerical simulations that follow individual time courses were carried out
by using Mathematica 5.2, Wolfram Research (39). To calculate the population
size we used a custom Perl-script (www.perl.org) and SBML-PET (40).
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